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ABSTRACT

Tourism being observed as a supply chain, this article describes its practices under a conceptual research framework with a special reference to education tourism. The author projects the education tourism as a continuum where both service supply chains of education and tourism are integrated. The research implication is directed towards the cross-sectoral objectives of communities involving the tourists, students, and destination communities. The original thoughts and value propositions in this research are portrayed as a supply chain framework. Unlike goods supply chain management, the service supply chain of education tourism grows complex due to the coexistence of the overlapping service objectives for education and tourism. Education tourism deals with students and tourists frequently interchanging their roles, leveraging the services of the vendors and outsourced partners. The increasing complexity of education tourism demands smart technology applications to manage it as an integrated total supply chain.
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INTRODUCTION

A traditional supply chain of goods links suppliers through procurement, fulfillment and distribution, until the end-users or customers. A supply chain framework is not easily visible and understood in a domain like education or tourism. McIntosh et al. (1995) approached with a system view to define tourism as the sum of phenomenon and relationships arising from the interaction of tourists, service providers, host governments, and host communities in the process of making the tourism products more attractive. This definition includes the potential impacts that tourists may have upon the host community including visitors such as students. The growing degree of intangibility and complexity in the tourism supply chain is attributed by the shared objectives among the interplays and services of multiple industries. Table-1 shows the graphical and descriptive illustration of the traditional supply chain for goods and services in tourism and education industry. The supply chain management framework of education system when viewed in combination with tourism should demonstrate a safe and smooth movements of educational travelers/tourists and their goods/materials in the forward direction (see Table 1, (A)) with money and information flowing reverse or backward as per the plan and schedule. In the traditional supply chain of any business, flow of goods is aligned to the market-pull with some amount of reverse flow. Usually the links of a supply chain framework become active when the host company operates its internal supply chain without substantial outsourcing. Such frameworks connect to their suppliers and customers at both ends viewing all other parties as either internal suppliers or internal customers. With the increasing competitors and needs, organizations started
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focusing on their core competency and outsourced the negotiable activities to third parties. Tourism being a service sector, offers convenient travel, food and accommodation desired by the tourists in a planned and scheduled manner at different destinations. Various categories of tourists originate their tours from various parts of a territory; travel by different modes, with different objectives; avail varied degree of hospitality services; travel to different destinations under different itinerary and tariff (see Table 1, (B)). However, the education supply chain is similar to a simple input-process-output model of operations management that adds suitable knowledge and skill, enabling the students to graduate to next higher level of education (see Table 1, (C)).

The modern dynamic world of business being largely driven by IT, ICT, IoT and web-based technologies, a substantial amount of transactions go crisscross. Thus the evolution of an integrated total supply chain became imperative to functions like advance payment, earning of interest and subsidy, customization of products, cancellation of order and return of damaged, inaccurately delivered or unsatisfactory goods. As the smart technologies like GPS (Global Positioning Service), GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) provide a sustainable direction to the supply chains (Arora and Panda, 2018), the tourism sector need to take advantage
of fully integrating similar methods for tracking, tracing and other activities. Tourism, when viewed with a supply chain perspective, seems advantageous in its service operations. Service supply chains, unlike goods supply chains, deal with the capabilities of providing pure services often associated with some products and facilities, which constitute its quality, if provided timely and effectively.

The demand for efficient management of supply chains is gradually becoming mandatory due to increasing complexity and heterogeneity of the supply chain constitution i.e. the combination of core activities and outsourced business activities. The challenge is managed by strategically absorbing the right technologies (Panda and Panda, 2018). All businesses operating with traditional supply chains constitute and manage their procurement, production and distribution activities. Whereas large and complex businesses outsource some of their tasks like transportation, warehousing, channel management, and even contract manufacturing of standard components. The effect of demand is similarly observed in service sectors like tourism including education tourism (used in place of ‘edu-tourism’).

The current article focuses on the novelty of developing a review based conceptual framework. This attempts to address the perceived research problem of not having a clear understanding about the supply chain view of edu-tourism. The framework article attempted to capture the extended insights from valid general observations from various research literatures by following a segmented approach. The remaining sections of this article discuss the benefits that can be accrued from the integrated operations rendered by all communities involved in edu-tourism.

The article presents the integrated concepts of education, tourism and supply chain in a structured manner. In a traditional context, a society looks at tourism as a roaming without studies, therefore, education as a practice of studies without touring. However, the novelty of the article attempts to present the same as a continuum between pure form of education to pure form of tourism indicating the scope of success in isolation as well as in combination. The new approach identifies the stakeholders of edu-tourism with a supply chain view. The logical progress of discussion indicates the type of participation of three social segments ‘Education First’, ‘Tourism First’ and ‘Education & Tourism’ in edu-tourism. In absence of sharp lines of differentiation, an integrated supply chain management (SCM) is suggested to bring proven results in edu-tourism sector as it gives in the business of other products and services.

EDUCATION TOURISM

Both tourism and education sectors witnessed the travel element in learning, which predates from several centuries. Smith and Jenner (1997) suggest that tourism broadens the mind, therefore, all forms of tourism to be educational.

Though tourism has started from primitive period of civilization, the Grand Tour is popularly referred to as the beginning of cultural and educational tourism, undertaken by the scholars and aristocratic British youth in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (French et al., 2000; CTC, 2001). The purpose of Grand Tours were to learn about various civilizations through a series of study tours lasting over few decades in the destination countries like France, Switzerland and Germany. Participants were learning foreign languages, fencing, riding, dancing, and foreign affairs. As per Hibbert (1987) and Theobold (1998), majority of the English, German and other scholars were in the first groups of travelers of the grand tours. Both conducting and participating the grand tours were costly, time-consuming at that time. Hence, the evolution of relatively cheaper, faster and shorter tours opened avenue to a larger audience (Gee et al., 1997; Steinecke, 1993), leading to more informal learnings through travel.

Educational tourism may be viewed as a combination of product, process and function. As a product, it emphasizes on the outcome of the learning experience such as university degree for students; whereas a process and functional view focuses on the means to an end (Kalinowski and Weiler, 1992). After formal learning, the experience assists one in mastering or improving the knowledge, which is
accomplished by going on study tours e.g. seeing a monument after studying it in History. Thus, the travel for education and tourism for experiential learning comprehensively become a lifelong activity undertaken by almost everybody. This helps realizing the scope and importance of edu-tourism, which is not fully exploited. However, the work of researchers like Kalinowski and Weiler (1992) and Wood (2001) are quite remarkable by primarily discussing the adult extension programs or adult study tours and cultural educational tourism. As the Canadian Tourism Commission (2001) notes, educational or learning forms of tourism can be viewed by a continuum ranging from ‘general interest of learning while travelling’ at one end to ‘purposeful learning and travel’ at the other. A ‘tourism first’ segment of educational tourism is primarily motivated to travel where the purposeful learning is secondary.

The entire discussion of this article is around knowing the extent of educational and tourism intensity; with a research question – What is the right constitution of educational tourism?

Figure 1 illustrates a model of segmentation in edu-tourism. It depicts the priority of two segments ‘education first’ and ‘tourism first’. The first group constitutes the students community from schools, colleges and universities with learning as the primary motive. Whereas, the second group constitutes the social community with their primary motive of excitement and experience. Tourism as a factor for economic development, a state develops sustainably when its social goals and business goals are achieved using collective capabilities (Erdoğdu, 2015; Sezerel, 2019). Even the sports tourism provides a socio-economic learning to the host country through sports events (Das et al., 2010).

Business and social sectors associated with edu-tourism compatibly address each other socially, economically, demographically and psychologically to promote personal and professional learning through experience (Özoğul et al., 2020). Demographic and socio-economic segmentation of educational tourists are often important in determining the demand and supply that varies over
time. For example, older people have less participation in recreational activities (Manning, 1983; Devlin, 1993); younger travelers exhibit higher tolerance to all new experiences and adventures (Mill and Morrison, 1985); middle-aged people travel more in groups (McIntosh and Goeldner, 1986). Research also shows that old-aged people travel to pilgrim sites, in very small group, but for longer stay periods. On the other hand, kids and younger children of a couple affect the travel decisions. Even the travel decisions of elders get influenced by younger members of a family in a society or vice versa. In addition, the socio-economic indicators like income, gender, education influence tourism intensity unpredictably.

Geographic segmentation uses the basis of climate, location (hills, coastlines, rural, urban) and language. Psychological segmentation uses the basis of values, attitudes, personality and lifestyle characteristics. A segmentation approach to understand educational tourism and its sub-segments is not only useful for examining the demand side, but also the supply-side or the facilitators of tourism experiences.


Hardly any research is found in the area of integrated educational tourism due to the association of the challenges with the issues from marketing, managing and planning. Very little research is done to examine the relationship between education, learning and tourism.

A reduced polarity between work and leisure evolved which states that the people prefer to broaden their understanding about the nature and enhancing creativity and open-mindedness in everyday life (Ritchei, et al., 2010; Krippendorf, 1987; Hall, 1992). It is therefore commonly originating from a place of education and tourism.

Specialized tourism includes group or individual tours to develop specific interests in visiting sites. Special interest tourism is also known as serious leisure aimed at fulfilling personal interests, actualizations, enrichments with sense of belonging. This often require a special knowledge, skill or training to pursue the activity. While the motivation for tourism arises from special interests in physical, cultural, social, spiritual and fun; edu-tourism mostly arise from a co-curricular learning to relieve the stress from the regular study environment (Krippendorf, 1987).

Promotion of edu-tourism is possible by educating the visitors by entertainment through different interpretations of learning. Industry-visit and/or study-tours in higher and professional education need to aim at locations having potential for learning – like Science Parks, Botanical Gardens, and Industrial Park etc. This phenomena led to the evolution of a special category of tour operators. The insightful edu-tourism often leads to innovations during or after a tour. This became a way to build intellectual property lifelong.

Students are interested and encouraged to participate in inter-college, -university (national/ international) seminars/conferences, sports and cultural events to enhance confidence and prove their competencies. Field study, project works, apprenticeship, internships have become common in educational tourism, especially in social studies, geology, language and cultural studies. Teachers also gain and share a lot from such experiences. As the higher education and professional education have gone expensive, people don’t hesitate even pursuing their education abroad to gain a tourism experience in addition. For the mutual gain and brand building, institutes and universities also enter into collaborative education programs. Educational apex bodies (like AICTE, UGC in India) appreciate and encourage such initiatives. Rating and ranking agencies also make it a criterion. Historical evidences shows the way religious teachers travelled to various parts of the globe to discourse and disseminate the divine studies. Edu-tourism is, therefore, associated with all sorts of education.
The author of this article hails from a north-Indian edu-tourism destination. A series of short interviews were taken with the students and tourists at Bus Terminal, Railway Station, Airport, Shopping Malls, Market Square in the city. Based on the insights gained thereof the supply chain of edu-tourism is visualized broadly in three different forms or their suitable combinations or integration. These forms are based on the importance given to tourism or education or both in the continuum of tourism in association with education. Table-2 shows the classification of edu-tourism.

Table 2. Classification of education tourism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Type of Education Tourism</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tourism for education (T→E)</td>
<td>People do tourism to different education destinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People do tourism to learn from tourism destinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Education for tourism (E→T)</td>
<td>People study tourism related courses to get tour opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Education with tourism (E &amp; T)</td>
<td>People learn or acquire knowledge while doing tourism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People get tourism opportunities while learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial study attached a uniform degree of importance to design and describe the conceptual classification of edu-tourism where the form was decided along with the factor of importance, without considering the degree of importance (Table 2).

Later, interactions with local tourists and students were conducted to develop a Framework of Education Tourism Continuum (Figure 2). The following section describes the concept of Education Tourism Continuum with shifting preferences of people towards education and tourism. Hence, the different degree of association calls for different forms of edu-tourism from pure education to pure tourism passing through a mix in between.

Some people pursue their educational goal rigorously, involving into tourism, only if essential. Some other people do tourism with a learning intention from destinations. In both cases, the prime importance is on learning. These people constitute the pure form of study-groups with minimum involvement in tourism. They feel tourism as a distraction to education, constituting the pure education group (E ← T) (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The framework and continuum of education tourism
Some other people, pursue their desire for experiencing and enjoying with the nature, culture, heritage having the prime importance on tourism. These people are on the side of pure form of tourism with least intention of learning. They have a feeling that by mixing the studies with the leisure plans reduces the level of fun and enjoying spirit. However, during the course of tourism, if anything learnt, is seen as an additional benefit ($E \leftarrow T$) (see Figure 2).

People, other than $E \leftarrow T$ and $E \rightarrow T$ categories, believe the pure forms to be monotonous. Hence, they consider some involvement of tourism in education as a booster. A right balance of proportions relate the trips and tours with field studies for enriching the knowledge of nature, history, culture, heritage, geography, climate etc. Tourists may view this as a value addition instead of purely going for fun. Thus, tourism and education goes in combination in ‘$E & T$’ form (see Figure 2). For example, an edu-tourism experience could consist of a 30-minute visit to a museum, or a 3-year degree having one semester study-abroad component in it. Motivation and intention may influence the level of preparation for an educational holiday, with greater amount of preparation that require assistance of a tour operator. This invites the related formalities within the experience. Educational travel, thus, satisfies the curiosity to know about the people, language, culture, art, music, architecture, nature, flora and fauna (Kalinowski and Weiler, 1992).

Scoping of Education Tourism

The growth of tourism industry is triggered by the growing leisure; increased discretionary income; and desire to escape and engage in holidays both domestically and internationally (Ritchie et al., 2010). The tourism industry includes the hospitality and travel activities like planning detailed itinerary for destinations; mode of travel; admissible budget; preferred schedule; number of travelers; type of accommodation; type of food; shopping of local special products like handicrafts; other lifestyle activities, sports and cultural events etc. (Piboonrungroj and Disney, 2009). The education industry is no more limited to learning, skilling and knowledge acquiring within the four walls of institutes only, but extending to a practical exposure and experience from ground realities.

However, the combined efforts of education and tourism explored a larger scope of fulfilling greater objectives. Students as tourists, travel to a new location for either learning or touring or both. They do a lot of planning and preparation before and after starting the tour. It also need local short-distance travels, long- and short-stay accommodations and vehicle hiring. The scoping of edu-tourism include:

- Providing information relevant to tourist markets or education institutions.
- Leveraging the information and support for immigration or study abroad plans.
- Sharing information relevant to food, infrastructure, equipment, utility services, libraries, hostels, expert trainer/coach/instructor availability.
- Provision of services like lodging, communication network for new locations, hospitality, first-aid and health-care facility, luggage or baggage handling.
- Provision of safety, security, privacy or services towards any extended need etc.

Some of the interrelated factors in the edu-tourism are identified by researchers like Mathieson and Wall (1982), Mill and Morrison (1985), Murphy (1985), and Pearce (1989):

- The demand side consists of the tourist market and their characteristics (motives, perceptions, socio-demographics).
- The supply side consists of the tourism industry (transport, attractions, services, information forming a tourist destination).
- The impact side of the tourism can have both direct or indirect positive and negative consequences on destinations and the tourists.
- The interdependence of receiving destinations and transit destinations.
The framework of edu-tourism in a Venn Diagram (Figure 2) clearly shows the larger share of edu-tourism compared to the pure forms of either education or tourism. However, it is a mere a graphical representation, drawn to the interaction-based perception, not made to scale, needs further verification. As per CTC (2001), educational and learning experiences are increasing. This increasing trend (Roppolo, 1996), displays the potential of edu-tourism.

Supply Chain of Education Tourism

The edu-tourism market (Ritchie et al. 2010) indicates the provisions for educational tourism experience by tourist demand and supply of tourism product and services, similar to a supply chain. The supply of learning vacations varies over a wide range of services and suppliers in various locations. Different organizations combine primarily to form the educational tourism experiences like:

- **Attractions and events** providing the venue for learning, experience (e.g. parks, historic sites, zoos, bird- and wildlife-sanctuaries and archeological monuments).
- **Resource specialists** responsibly delivering the learning components of vacations (e.g. employees, curators, interpreters, lecturers, storytellers, researchers).
- **Affinity travel planners** effectively planning and developing learning programs for travelers (e.g. special interest groups, universities and language schools).
- **Tour and receptive operators** packaging experiences for customers (B2C) and organizations (B2B) with destination expertise, local knowledge, and escort services.

However, secondary suppliers are also required for educational travelers including:

- **Transportation** such as cruise, bus and train transport as part of an independent trip or package tour to and from the departure point.
- **Hospitality services**, including catering, recreation, entertainment, social activities and accommodation options.
- **Destination marketing organizations** operating at a national, regional or local level to promote educational travel and tourism.

It is the combination of primary and secondary suppliers, which will create the educational tourist experiences. The continued development of innovative partnership and product development is critical to the future of the educational tourism industry (CTC, 2001).

The literature review and interactions with participants of edu-tourism (Table 2) enabled the authors to propose three basic forms in an integrated framework (Figure 3, 4 & 5).

Tourism for Education (T → E)(See Figure 3)

The higher education market is expanding rapidly in the developed world, drawing a greater interest of students from far locations involving tourism. Here the factor of importance is education, but involves some amount of tourism as the institutes of educational excellence are few in number and aspirants are coming from distributed geographical locations. Smith and Jenner (1997) categorize all types of tourisms as educational as the main objective is education; the study period is well defined; involving a lot of planning and execution of travel, stay, food and local conveyance activities for the education destination.

If we look at the edu-tourism with a supply chain view, it executes Mixing of students (like goods) coming from different locations (like sources or suppliers) to a university or institution (like a warehouse). The enrollment department, education consultant, the website (like purchase and procure department) informs different types of interest groups for suitable programs offered. Scheduled tests are sometimes conducted as the prequalifying criteria (like checking the goods).
Institutions also try to attract better students (like sourcing) to improve their values. The tourism activities like travel planning (like route, mode, and carrier planning), ticketing (booking), food and accommodation (like storing, sorting, packaging, and order fulfillment) are done. The students do their tour plan themselves (like 1PL and 2PL) or take help of travel agencies and tour operators (like 3PL, 4PL) as per necessity and competency. In addition to this, there is a lot of information sharing, document exchange and monetary transactions take place too. The supply chain management of this framework is primarily aligned to the governance principles of the educational institutions. Either the students or the educational institutions perform most of the core activities barring a few support activities outsourced in this model.

**Education for Tourism (E → T) (See Figure 4)**

The interest towards tourism develops in the minds of people after participating in few tours. Then they prefer to study courses like History, Geography, Geology, Nature/Climate, Biodiversity, Marine, Aviation, Cultural Studies, Foreign Language, Tourism and Hospitality, which include substantial amount of tourism in the curriculum. Here the factor of importance is tourism, but in the name of learning, students get exposure to various people, places and events. In such case, people pursue different programs from different locations achieving their objectives through tourism. A well defined study period expects the students to cover maximum components through field visits and tours, finally summarizing in a report as per the curriculum. The growing provisions for foreign educational exchange programs in addition to school excursions and field trips are observed in education.

Under the supply chain view of this type of edu-tourism, students create interest groups (like a processing lot) for a program in a specialized institution (like a warehouse). The university department or vendors arrange the study tour related instruments, special tools and kits (like purchase and procurement). Sometime, all tools are available in a standard kit or package for tour of trekking, field tours, bio-diversity studies, marine studies, airline cruise, wildlife studies etc. Different on-site accommodations are required for different programs. The common tour requirements are camera; GPS enabled compass; tent, rope, bag, bottle, first aid for which the institutions often contact and contract with suppliers or vendors (like sourcing) for maintaining quality and timeliness. The tours include travel planning (like route, mode, carrier planning), booking of facilities like jeeps, buses, boats, horses, local food and accommodation (like storing, sorting, packaging, and order fulfillment). Assistance is available from tour planners, event managers, and special agencies (like 3PL and 4PL) as per necessity and competency. A lot of information sharing, documentation and other transactions
take place too. The supply chain management in this framework is primarily aligned to the specialized programs (like a customized order processing). The core activities are done by special agencies and experts like guide, coach, trainer, instructor; barring a few support activities done by local market in this model.

**Education With Tourism (E & T) (See Figure 5)**

Participants in this type of tourism constitute both students and non-students (tourists). As per this model, participants do tourism while learning to boost their energy level and refresh the mind by relating the tours to the areas of learning. Similarly, tourists pursue short-term courses at the destinations, if they like to spend more time at a location. Here the factor of importance is balanced between education and tourism where the framework recommends the involvement of tourists in some kind of learning at a destination, if it appeals to them. The participants enjoy a break for tourism without limiting to any particular geography or territory. The combined framework leads to engagements, collaborations, and co-creation of value, sometimes impulsive, and sometimes in a planned manner. The supply chain of this framework operates over a wide spectrum of education and tourism facilities. Both the prescheduled and dynamically scheduled activities are executed to suit different parties in different times. Available training, coaching and learning opportunities for a tourist; and leisure, accommodation, holiday, and tour package for participants are common here. The dynamic decisions under this framework are possible due to smart information and communication technologies. This framework is easily visualized by simply positioning the models side by side.

Progressive organizations conduct short-term courses with short-period tours for their employees to impart training, higher- and professional-education. This initiatives prompts to collaboration with various tourism agencies operating at various destinations. Then the education institution, tourism agency and the people together execute a psychological contract (Panda & Pradhan, 2014) accordingly, approving study leave partially fulfilling the desire for tourism. Academic breaks or vacations are often planned for tourism, either with a pure tourism prospective, or with a study tour focus or in a combined form. Sometimes the tours are curricular in nature linking with the approval of the tour destination authority, otherwise, work organizations grant paid leaves or duty leaves. It appears as a problem when associated with mass tourism or due to the lack of tour operators and their abilities at some destinations, affecting the host communities (Fennell, 1999). This threat leads to a shift towards soft sustainable alternatives of tourism.
Excellence of Education Tourism

Based on the discussion of above three models of edu-tourism, the fundamental principles of high performing supply chains can be applied to generate maximum supply chain surplus by virtue of its efficiency (i.e. at least cost and time) and effectiveness (i.e. closer to the goals). Different stakeholders have different cultural backgrounds for which they need understanding and performing in coherence (Christiansen, 2019). Logistics support in the multi-faceted edu-tourism can excel with a systemic approach (Baporikar, 2020). The effective operation is possible when all the stakeholders identify each other’s value propositions and try to convert them into collective advantage. Then arises a need to adopt technologies for shared services while adhering to the group strategy and ethics (Wang & Wang, 2015). The objectives of edu-tourism are then better fulfilled by:

- Inviting and attracting the people with unique sales propositions. [i.e. managing better relationships with the suppliers]
- Designing better curriculum; tourist products; and infrastructure. [i.e. by R&D and innovation for new products]
- Extending proper facilities, hospitality, comfort and conveyance. [i.e. by economic inventory/accommodation, production/service, packaging/hospitality]
- Helping the tour-operators, event-managers, education consultancies in developing their plans as conducive as possible to the students and tourists. [i.e. by managing better relationship with the channel partners]
- Engaging operating channels with the students and tourists. [i.e. by managing better the relationship with customers]

Educational institutes need to incorporate international experience components in their curriculum in the light of growing interdependence of countries, providing benefits to the students, institutes and the tourism industry (Roppolo, 1996). Elements of edu-tourism gain importance with increasing alternatives of tourism experiences. In absence of a comprehensive knowledge of the inter-relationship between educational tourism of ‘purposeful study’ and ‘travel intensive study’, the supply chain view to the edu-tourism can provide a sustainable direction to the industry and economy.

CONCLUSION

Intelligent information systems built around the student lifecycle can enable edu-tourism to track and trace their interest irrespective of location and movements similar to use of smart devices and technologies in supply chains. Such a system can exhibit flexibility by providing proper information and facilities as per the needs and preferences. Different types of access are provided to different
people over a widely dispersed geography. The efficient supply chain management (SCM) techniques, if applied in edu-tourism, can optimize the operations meaningfully. Educational institutions in tourist places can highlight the attractions to the students; and the tourist destinations can highlight the expertise of local educational institutions to create as a value-added program. Other than students, the people who consider the human life as a journey of continuous learning also easily get into such activities. This reduces the additional drive for marketing the education or tourism; thereby reducing the cost and time. All the stakeholders (students, tourists, tour operators, travel agencies, transporters, event managers, hotels and resorts, education institutions) of edu-tourism fulfill their respective goals of acquiring best education as well as tourism experience. As an effective operation generates higher supply chain surplus in a scheduled and budgeted manner every time. The edu-tourism sector which does not visualize the supply chain focus can still remain sustainable by following the integrated approach of SCM. The benefits of success can reach to all stakeholders and the economy at large. Service supply chain can mobilize the collective capabilities in edu-tourism for the overall success and satisfaction.
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